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Abstract: In this paper, we aim to evaluate the entity of inter-fraction organ motion and deforma-
tion in stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) treatments for nodal oligometastatic prostate cancer
(PCa). Thirty-three patients with lymph nodes showing oligometastatic PCa treated with SBRT were
included. Organs at risk (OARs) were delineated using both simulation computer tomography (s-CT)
and daily cone beam CTs (CBCTs) using the Raystation planning system. For each OAR, the union
volume (UV) between all the CBCTs and s-CT was computed. An expanded volume (EV) of the s-CT
OARs was applied using six different margins (3, 5, 8, 10, 15, and 20 mm). A percentage volume
(V%) was computed to assess the intersection between each EV and UV. The OAR deformation
and motion were further evaluated using the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and mean distance to
agreement (Mean_DA). The percentage maximum dose variations for all the OARs were estimated.
A recalculation with higher dose prescriptions was performed by prescribing 36 Gy/3 fx, as well
as 45 Gy/3 fx. The cauda showed the highest matching (DSC = 0.72; Mean_DA = 0.14 cm), and
the colon showed the lowest one (DSC = 0.37; Mean_DA = 0.44 cm). The minimum margin, which
ensured a V% > 95%, was 3 mm (97.5%) for the cauda and 15 mm (96.6%) for the colon. All the OARs
reached the compliance of the constraints in each session. Regarding 36 Gy-plans, the ileum punctual
compliance Dmax failed in 58.8% of patients, and it failed in 70.6% of the patients for the ileum, 7.14%
for the colon, and 12.5% for the bladder in the case of 45 Gy-plans. This study is an ancillary study of
the RADIOSA clinical trial (AIRC IG-22159) and can be used as a benchmark for dose escalation.

Keywords: oligometastatic prostate cancer; stereotactic body radiotherapy; computed tomography;
planning; inter fraction; organ motion

1. Introduction

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) represents a non-invasive, ablative local treat-
ment applied to several anatomical sites for both oligorecurrent and oligoprogressive
cancer diseases, and it has become a particularly valuable treatment option for managing
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oligometastatic prostate cancer (PCa) patients. In fact, although chemo-hormonal therapy
represents the standard treatment for high-volume metastatic castration-sensitive PCa
patients [1], no additional chemo-therapy treatment has demonstrated survival benefits
for low-volume metastatic PCa [2]. Indeed, SBRT represents an emerging low-toxicity
technique for oligometastasis [3]. In an oligometastatic PCa setting, considered as an inter-
mediate phase of tumor spreading with a limited metastatic capacity (no more than five
sites of the disease) [4,5], treating all the metastatic lesions with small-volume, high-dose
SBRT can potentially eliminate all the macroscopic cancer foci, thereby achieving local
control, extending progression-free survival (PFS), and improving the overall survival
(OS) [6], with no relevant side effects [7,8]. Hence, SBRT treatment represents a valid
instrument for achieving local control, delaying progression, and postponing the need for
further treatment.

Despite these excellent results, SBRT is more affected by single daily uncertainty, since
the total treatment error is not averaged over several daily sessions, as in conventional
radiotherapy. In this scenario, the estimation of uncertainties during the entire treatment
is mandatory so as to permit the evaluation of the delivery accuracy, the definition of
the narrower margins, the comprehension of the surrounding organ displacement, and,
consequently, the possibility of increasing the dose to the target volume without compro-
mising the normal tissue function [9–11]. Advances in radiation therapy (RT) planning have
led to the safe delivery of doses to tumors, improving local control and sparing healthy
tissues, consequently improving patients’ quality of life. A goal of all RT treatments is to
deliver radiation to the target organs at volumes as close to the planned dose distribution
as possible. However, delivery conditions, patient set-up, and internal anatomy represent
uncertainties that can affect the treatment delivery accuracy. In particular, discrepancies can
be due to inaccuracies in the patient positioning, intra- or inter-fraction organ motion, and
volume variation (i.e., bowel displacement for abdominal pelvic lesions or bladder/rectum
filling). As these modifications can impact the actual dose distribution and, consequently,
the compliance with OAR constraints, the quantification of these variations and a high
degree of accuracy are desirable.

In all RT treatments, it is possible to distinguish between two classes of errors that
might affect the treatment quality: (i) the set-up errors, linked to the immobilization of
the patient and accuracy of the imaging system, and (ii) inter- and intra-fraction errors,
related to organ motion and the volume variability, which are independent of the set-up
errors. Set-up errors are corrected using image-guided RT (IGRT) systems, which enable
us to acquire patient’s image in the treatment room immediately prior to irradiation and
correct the tumor displacement and observe the simulation frame through couch rotation
and translation. However, since the human body is not rigid, the inter- or intra-fraction
errors, due to organ motion, deformation, shrinkage, and the filling status, cannot be
corrected by the rationale of IGRT alone. Therefore, the expansion of the target structures
(i.e., planning target volume, PTV) or OARs (i.e., planning risk volume, PRV) by the use of
clinical margins has to be applied so as to consider such modifications. Thus, the second
type of error is more critical, creating a different picture from the one used during the
planning, and this work will focus on the inter-fraction variations in the abdominal and
pelvic organs.

All these aspects need to be carefully considered, especially in the case of SBRT treat-
ments. As a matter of fact, in SBRT, a relatively high irradiation dose is delivered in a limited
number of fractions (fx) and in a highly conformal manner, resulting in steep dose gradients
between the targets and OARs and minimizing the involvement of the nearby healthy
structures. Thus, geometric and anatomical variations can have significant impacts [12–14].

The aim of this retrospective study is to evaluate the displacement of the main OARs
involved in PCa SBRT treatment in view of a further dose escalation, and to the best of
our knowledge, it is one of the first to include patients with lymph node oligometastases.
In particular, this study focuses on colon and small intestine displacements and their
effects on the delivered dose by simulating the inter-fraction variations in the treatment
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planning system (TPS). This research is an ancillary study of the randomized phase II
clinical trial RADIOSA (Radioablation With or Without Androgen Deprivation Therapy
(ADT) in Metachronous Prostate Cancer OligometaStAsis) with the aim of comparing SBRT
+/− ADT for oligorecurrent-castration-sensitive PCa (OCS-PCa) in terms of its efficacy,
toxicity, and patient quality of life.

2. Methods
2.1. Patients and Inclusion Criteria

A retrospective study was conducted, including patients treated at our institute (Euro-
pean Institute of Oncology IRCCS—IEO, Milan, Italy), between May 2012 and December
2020 and was part of general SBRT and image-guided RT research reported to the Ethical
Committee of the IEO (notifications 79/10, 86/11, 87/11, and 93/11). The inclusion criteria
for the study were: (1) isolated oligometastatic PCa with abdominal-pelvic lymph node
recurrence; (2) treatment with SBRT; and (3) written informed consent to receive SBRT.

The diagnosis of a clinically evident lymph node showing recurrent PCa was per-
formed on the basis of biochemical progression and imaging studies, such as [11C], choline
PET, prostate-specific membrane antigen positron emission tomography (PSMA-PET), and
magnetic resonance imaging.

2.2. Simulation and Treatment Delivery

The immobilizing system used was Combifix (CIVCO radiotherapy, Orange City,
Iowa), and all the patients were simulated in the head-first supine position with the arms
positioned over the chest, without any specific pre-treatment preparation. All the plans
were optimized and calculated with Iplannet (version 4.5.3 by BrainLab®) or Raystation
(version 9B (Raysearch® Stockholm, Sweden). The plans were optimized to guarantee a
coverage of 95% of the PTV volume by 95% of the prescribed dose and a maximum dose
inferior to 110%. Timmerman’s work [15], based the constraints for pelvic SBRT used in our
institution, was utilized for the optimization. All the SBRT plans were delivered using the
Vero system® (Mitsubishi-BrainLab). For each patient, IGRT with CBCT was conducted just
before every fraction to enable the daily pretreatment positioning verification and online
correction of set-up errors.

2.3. Data Processing, Image Registration, and Contouring of Structures of Interest

To ensure their compatibility with the software used for the further analyses
(i.e., RayStation®), the daily CBCTs were converted from their native format, a combi-
nation of RAW images and TXT files containing their DICOM tags, into the standard
DICOM format using an in-house algorithm developed with MATLAB version R2020b
(MathWorks®). The script allowed us to merge and normalize the imaging data stored on
the RAW file, as well as the DICOM information present in the TXT file, into one single
DICOM file. All the Iplannet® plans and daily CBCTs were then imported into Raystation®.

A rigid registration between the simulation CT (s-CT) (CT Optima 580, General Electric
Healthcare, (2.5 mm slice thickness) and each daily CBCT (1 mm slice thickness) was
performed. The registration was based firstly on the bony anatomy and secondly on the
gross tumor volume (GTV) in order to reproduce the condition of the target verification
position at the time of treatment, and the position was corrected for the translation, pitch,
and roll direction through the robotic couch. The delineation of the GTV, planning target
volume (PTV) (margins of 3 mm or 5 mm), and OARs for each patient was performed
using the s-CT and each daily CBCT to observe the volume variations of the structures
and evaluate geometric discrepancies due to their deformation during the treatment (inter-
fraction variability). The contouring was performed by the same radiation oncologist for
both the s-CTs and CBCTs in order to avoid inter-observer variability [16], according to the
RTOG guidelines.

As far as the colon and ileum were concerned, only the intestinal loop closest to the
target was contoured. Since the field of view of the Vero system was smaller than that of
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the CT (20 cm vs. 65 cm diameter), only the OARs visible in their entirety were outlined in
the daily CBCTs.

2.4. Volume Similarity Indexes

All the structures delineated on the rigidly registered CBCTs were transferred to the
reference s-CT. The evaluation of the volume variability, comparing each OAR in each
CBCT with the corresponding one on s-CT, was estimated using the ROI_comparison
algorithm implemented on Raystation, exploiting the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and
the mean distance to agreement (Mean_DA). These validated metric parameters [17,18]
were selected in accordance with the American Association of Physicists in Medicine
(AAPM Task Group 132) [19]. The DSC is defined as:

DSC = 2× A ∩ B
A + B

where A and B are two different contours referring to the same OAR. The closer the output
value is to 1, the higher the overlap and correspondence between the structures are. This
index was used to calculate the similarity between structures. Additionally, the structure’s
relative distance was estimated through the mean distance to agreement (Mean_DA) [19].
The Mean_DA is a geometrical parameter defined as the mean distance that each point on
the A contour of s-CT would have to travel in order to overlap with the nearest point on
the contour B of the same structure on the daily CBCT. For each patient and each available
CBCT, the DSC and Mean_DA indexes were evaluated for each OAR and compared to the
reference structure in s-CT. The identification of potential outliers in the DSC and Mean_DA
populations was performed graphically using a box plot.

Regarding spherical-like structures, such as the bladder, the difference between the
center of mass (COM) of the structure contoured in the reference s-CT and in each CBCT
was also considered in order to quantify the organ displacement [20]. This was possible via
the Raystation tool Localize ROI. The mean displacement of the COM in all the directions
was calculated, as well as the relative error, calculated as the standard deviation.

2.5. Evaluation of the Volume Variation

The OARs delineated on the reference s-CT were considered as reference structures
and were isotropically expanded to obtain the so-called expanded volume (EV) using
6 margins: 3 mm, 5 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm [16].

For each patient, a union volume (UV) was created for each OAR by considering the
Boolean union between the reference structure on the s-CT and the same structure on all
the available CBCTs. Then, the intersections between the UV and each of the 6 EVs were
computed, obtaining 6 intersection volumes (IV) for each OAR.

The structure of the s-CT was included in order to consider the entire displacement
of the OAR from the s-CT, which represents the delivered plan, to the daily treatment
session (CBCT).

Afterward, the probability of enveloping the structure’s displacement during treatment
was expressed by the percentage volume (V%) of each IV with respect to the UV, which
was calculated as:

V% =
IV

UV
× 100

The margin corresponding to V% > 95% was considered a conservative estimate of the
margin necessary to take the organ motion into account [16] during the entire treatment.
For each structure, the V% > 95% and the corresponding margin were calculated. For those
patients whose V% was not able to achieve the 95% threshold, the margin corresponding
to the highest V% was considered. The optimal margin required for each organ to take
its motion into account was defined by evaluating the median margin corresponding
to V% > 95% (or the greatest) for all the patients. Since each structure presented with a
population lower than 20 samples, with an asymmetrical data distribution, the median
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value was considered a good estimation parameter for the optimal margin definition.
A schematic representation of the workflow and the involved volumes can be seen in
Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 1. A schematic workflow of the methods. Figure 1. A schematic workflow of the methods.

With regard to the bladder and rectum, in order to include not only the volume
variation due to the organ motion but also the deformation and variability due to the filling
and emptying status, the differential variations in the daily volume (V_day), with respect
to the reference volume (V_ref), on the s-CTs were evaluated [21]. For every structure,
the mean volume on the available CBCTs was calculated for each patient, and differences
between the populations of data and the corresponding volumes on the s-CTs were assessed
using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. In addition, the median volume on the s-CTs and CBCTs
were calculated for all the patients. As in the case of the DSC and Mean_DA, a box plot
analysis was performed for each structure’s volume.
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between the s-CT and CBCT structures (center), and creation of the 6 intersection volumes (and,
consequently, 6 percentage volumes), superimposing the union volume onto each of the 6 expanded
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2.6. Effect on the Dose

The effect of the OAR displacement on the dose distribution was estimated by eval-
uating the variation in the maximum dose (Dmax) for each OAR. The actual delivered
plans were recalculated based on the s-CTs with the structures from each CBCT, and the
percentage Dmax variations were evaluated. Dmax was chosen as the most representative
parameter for the daily dose variation, since all the other dose–volume histogram (DVH)
indexes presented values considerably below the constraints used in Folkert et al. [15]. As
was performed for the volume variations, for every structure, the mean Dmax based on the
available CBCTs was calculated for each patient, and differences between the populations
of data and the corresponding volumes on the s-CTs were assessed using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. In addition, the median Dmax on the s-CTs and CBCTs were calculated
for all the patients.
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In addition, recalculations of the delivered plans with higher dose prescriptions,
without re-optimization, were performed by prescribing 36 Gy/3 fx, as well as 45 Gy/3 fx,
for further dose escalation studies. Since no re-optimization process was considered, the
recalculation merely consisted of a voxel re-scaling of the original dose distribution.

3. Results

Thirty-three patients met the inclusion criteria and were included in the study. Thirty-
one (94%) of them received 21 to 30 Gy in 3 fx, while the other two (6%) received 25 Gy
in 5 and 32 Gy in 4 fx, and a total amount of 135 CTs was collected. In total, 9.7% of the
patients were treated with intensity-modulated RT (IMRT), 80.4% with conformal dynamic
arc (CDA), and 9.7% with dynamic wave arc (DWA).

3.1. Margin Assignment and Structure Deformation Characterization

For each considered structure, the values of the median similarity index DSC, median
Mean_DA, median V%, and median margin are displayed in Table 1. The cauda, as
expected, showed the lowest value of both the Mean_DA and margin and the highest DSC.
A more critical scenario was presented both by the ileum and colon, where margins of
10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, were needed, and low DSC and high Mean_DA values
were reached. The DSC and Mean_DA box plots are presented in Figure 3. These results
revealed the static nature of the cauda, since it was not affected by mechanical stress,
displacement, or a high degree of deformation, in contrast to the OARs, such as the ileum
and colon. The bladder and rectum reached a DSC index near 0.7 and, hence, presented a
smaller shape variability, although they showed a greater Mean_DA and margin (8 mm)
with respect to the cauda. The numbers of patients reaching a V% ≥ 95% with respect to
each of the six considered margins are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. From left to right: the OAR considered, median DSC, median Mean_DA, median V%, and
median optimal margin for all the patients.

OAR Median DSC Median
Mean_DA (cm) Median V% Median Optimal

Margin (mm)

Cauda 0.72 0.14 97.47 3
Bladder 0.70 0.43 97.02 8
Rectum 0.68 0.33 95.39 8
Ileum 0.50 0.38 95.86 10
Colon 0.37 0.44 96.60 15

3.2. Volume Variation

The median and mean of the V% variation regarding the volumes on the s-CTs and
CBCTs are reported in Table 3 for each structure. Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test did not show
any significant difference between the volumes on the s-CTs and CBCTs for every structure,
with the exception of the bladder. Box plots regarding the volume variations are presented in
Figure 4 for each OAR. The cauda showed the lowest volume variation, as expected. As far as
the bladder and rectum are concerned, the V% variations, calculated as the percentage varia-
tion in the daily volume with respect to V_ref, presented a random variation trend in all of the
CBCTs were evaluated (see Supplementary Materials, Figures S1 and S2). The bladder mean
COM displacement results were (−3.71 ± 0.86) mm, (0.25 ± 0.30) mm, and (1.32 ± 0.46) mm
in the inferior–superior, left–right, and anterior–posterior directions, respectively.
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Figure 3. DSC (top) and Mean_DA (bottom) distributions for all the considered organs.

Table 2. Number of patients whose V% was greater than 95% with each of the 6 considered margins.

OAR (Total # of Patients)
Margin (mm)

3 5 8 10 15 20

Cauda (9)
# 6 8 9
% 66.67 88.89 100.00

Rectum (17)
# 2 4 9 12 13 13
% 11.76 23.53 52.94 70.59 76.47 76.47

Bladder (9)
# 2 2 6 6 8 8
% 22.22 22.22 66.67 66.67 88.89 88.89

Ileum (20)
# 0 3 9 12 14 18
% 0.00 15.00 45.00 60.00 70.00 90.00

Colon (15)
# 0 1 5 6 10 12
% 0.00 6.67 33.33 40.00 66.67 80.00
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Table 3. From left to right: the OAR considered, median CBCT, median s-CT, and median variation
values of the volume for all the patients.

OAR Median s-CT Volume
(Range) (cc)

Median CBCT Volume
(Range) (cc)

Median Volume
Variation (%)

Cauda 12.54 (3.17–30.72) 12.76 (2.81–27.96) −9.51
Bladder 72.03 (44.08–247.42) 71.29 (24.96–168.39) −5.55
Rectum 45.72 (7.32–98.01) 44.61 (5.6–145.21) −9.82
Ileum 22.04 (6.6–157.38) 24.6 (3.22–148.06) 3.79
Colon 17.58 (8.76–74.97) 16.47 (2.82–124.76) −16.89
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3.3. Dosimetric Constraint Compliance and Dose Variation

Since all the constraints were highly respected in all the s-CT plans, the Dmax per-
centage variation was selected for the estimation of the daily dose variation in the case
of the OARs. In Table 4, the median Dmax and Dmax percentage variations in the s-CTs
and CBCTs for every OAR are shown. No statistically significant variations between the
Dmax values on the s-CTs and on CBCTs were detected for all the OARs. Regarding
the recalculation with the higher dose prescription, the 36 Gy-plans failed for the ileum
punctual Dmax in 58.8% of the patients in all the treatment sessions, and 45 Gy-plans failed
in 70.6% of the patients for the ileum, 7.14% for the colon, and 12.5% for the bladder.

Table 4. From left to right: the OAR considered, median CBCT, median s-CT, and median CBCT
values of Dmax for all the patients.

OAR Median s-CT Dmax
(Range) (Gy)

Median CBCT Dmax
(Range) (Gy)

Median Dmax
Variation (%)

Cauda 5.54 (0.55–7.32) 5.66 (0.47–7.32) −1.87
Bladder 11.14 (0.62–19.55) 5.89 (0.53–23.20) −20.09
Rectum 14.57 (0.45–30.14) 13.90 (2.96–30.51) −4.11
Ileum 22.19 (5.97–29.62) 20.31 (6.04–31.90) −1.38
Colon 11.32 (8.8–30.21) 13.85 (4.97–30.37) −3.00

4. Discussions

This study is an ancillary study of the RADIOSA trial (AIRC IG-22159) with the
aim of investigating and characterizing the entity of the OAR motion due to shrinkage,
displacement, and volume variation related to the filling or emptying status of the organs
during SBRT treatment. Despite significant volume variations under the influence of the
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organ motion, the impact on the dose is only modest in terms of the constraint compliance,
with a good level of local control and toxicity profile.

Although several studies on OAR motion in the hypo-fractionated treatment of primi-
tive prostate tumors are available in the literature [22–26], to the best of our knowledge,
none of them explored organ movement in patients with lymph node oligometastatic PCa.

The first section of this work focused on the assessment of the variability in the OAR
structures between the s-CTs and daily CBCTs in order to identify volume variations,
displacement, deformation, and shrinkage, playing important roles in the definition of a
good treatment delivery.

The colon and ileum were found to be the most critical OARs, as we demonstrated that
they needed a margin of 15 mm and 10 mm, respectively, to reach the 95% V% threshold.
This variability can be ascribed to the very mutable shape of these organs, which is related
to their physiological activity. Indeed, it is very well known that the small bowel is subjected
to several mechanical stresses, which strongly affect the shape and entity of the movements
of the organ itself [27–29]. On this basis, the isotropic margin was adopted.

A comparable entity displacement in the case of the ileum was observed by Nuyt-
tens et al. [29] in patients receiving adjuvant pelvic RT for rectal cancer. Nonetheless, the
main difference from our study was the modality of the displacement estimation. Nuyt-
tens et al. [29] measured the absolute length by considering the fixed point of reference in
the bony anatomy, estimating the distance between certain predefined points in the spine
and other chosen points in the small bowel. Instead, the entity of displacement in our work
was computed as the relative distance between the surface of the structure in the s-CT
and in the CBCT. A similar recent study by Cuccia et al. [30] observed a similar trend in
terms of the volume variation and Dmax for the bowel and, analogously with our study,
inter-observer variability was avoided by enrolling one physician to contour all the OARs
of interest. Concerning the bladder and rectum, their anatomical differences can be mainly
related to their filling status. Regarding the rectum displacement, our results are compara-
ble with those of Nuyttens et al. [31] and Njikamp et al. [32] (>10 mm). Similar values were
also reported by Brierley et al. [33], who derived margins of 8–9 mm for the displacement of
the rectum. A displacement greater than 10 mm was observed by Yamashita et al. [34], who
concluded that margins of up to 10–15 mm are sufficient for identifying rectum movement.

For the rectal volume variation, Li et al. [21] observed lower values in a range between
−50.4% and 47.3% among PCa patients, and the authors concluded that this variation was
due to the difficulty experienced by the patient in following the instructions for the correct
rectal preparation. The patients in our study did not need to receive any preparation, since
their lymph nodal metastases were treated, so that the percentage volume variations due
to the different emptying statuses were even more pronounced (ranging from −99.2% up
to 273.6%).

Regarding the bladder volume variation, similar results were shown by Li et al. [21],
reporting a variation range between −79.7% and 203.0%, in line with the findings of this
study, with variations ranging from −74.2% up to 282.0%. In Byun et al. [20], a lower
mean displacement value for the bladder was shown regarding the lateral direction and
anterior/posterior and inferior/superior directions, with displacements of 0.02 ± 2.90,
−0.86 ± 6.24, and −3.40 ± 8.80 mm, respectively.

Both Li et al. [21] and Byun et al. [23] considered patients with a full bladder and
empty rectum. On the contrary, the differences reported in the present study are more
marked, since the patients did not follow any instruction, as mentioned before.

Regarding the cauda, the reference structure defined in order to validate our method-
ology was not affected by deformation and shrinkage, and a margin of only 3 mm was
required to achieve the percentage volume of 97%, and the highest DSC value was observed,
corroborating its static status. The discrepancies are mainly due to the contour shape and
structure length variability between the s-CTs and CBCTs. Regarding the dosimetric impact
of the volume variation, we observed a high degree of compliance with the constraints
adopted by our institute. In general, a greater percentage dose variation was observed, with
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higher Mean_DA values and smaller DSC values (see Supplementary Materials: Figure S3).
Reasonably, the closer the DSC index is to 1 (two volumes perfectly overlapped,) the smaller
the Mean_DA value is, and the smaller the dose percentage variations are (clearly observed
in the bladder and colon). The observed deviation did not show a predictable drift during
the treatment course.

As for the bladder and rectum, the volume variations are due to their expansion or
contraction, caused by variations in their filling status [20,21]. Moreover, the rectum is
more sensitive to variation in the shape of the anterior wall, as reported by Chong et al. [35]
for rectal cancer patients. The colon and ileum presented with pronounced daily shape
variation due to deformation caused by mechanical stress, as highlighted by their low
median DSC and high median Mean_DA within a very wide interval range (see Figure 3).
Moreover, as emerged from the box plots, the rectum, ileum, and colon are more affected by
outliers, a fact that may be linked to the random nature of their shape variation. Regarding
the cauda, these effects are not evident, since it is the structure with the smallest range
interval for both the DSC and Mean_DA (contouring variability).

The main limitation of this study is related to the CBCT image quality. In fact, it is
common knowledge from the literature that images produced by a fan beam CT (as CT
OPTIMA) have a superior quality in terms of their clarity, uniformity, anatomical accuracy,
and contrast resolution [33] compared to CBCT [36–40].

Therefore, the main difficulty was related to the fact that were dealing with nosier
images and artefacts, which may have particularly undermined the delineation of the
ileum and colon. The inter-observer variability was negligible, as only one physician was
enrolled to contour all the OARs of interest. For this reason, the colon and ileum presented
a lower median DSC with respect to the cauda. Another limit is related to the absence of
immobilization devices and preparation pre-treatment for the bladder and rectum, resulting
in a greater volume variability related to their filling/emptying status. In addition, since
the treatment times using the Vero system are rapid enough (with a beam-on time of less
than 3 min), the intra-fraction variability was not considered. Furthermore, in this work, the
relative distance between the structure’s surfaces was considered, though not with respect
to the target surface, since the registration between the s-CT and CBCT was performed
with respect to the same reference frame system of the CTV. Moreover, the CBCT structures
were transferred rigidly to s-CT, whereupon the dose calculation was performed. This
modality was preferred to the daily dose calculation based on the CBCT, since the Dmax
values of all the OARs were much lower (ranging from 20% to 40%, corresponding to
5–10 Gy) than the constraints used [15,22] for all the approved plans delivered (21 Gy/3 fx,
30 Gy/3 fx, 25 Gy/5 fx, and 32 Gy/4 fx). The recalculation of the plans on CBCT would
have been more affected by the small FOV, presence of artefacts, inadequate Hounsfield
unit (HU) calibration, and bad image quality rather than the HU variations in the structures
over each session. Despite the abovementioned limitations, the study characterized the
entity of the volume variability and structure displacement, demonstrating the safety of the
delivered treatment. Indeed, all the OARs showed constraint compliance in all the daily
sessions, since all the volume–dose constraints were highly respected. Noncompliance
with the constraints was observed only for the recalculated plans when simulating a higher
dose prescription, in which the margins for the OARs were not considered during the
optimization. As for the higher dose prescription setting, whether using these margins to
generate a PRV can still generate an optimal plan without compromising the coverage, or
whether it is more cost-effective to perform the plan adaptation in the case of an observed
large organ variability, are still open questions, and further studies are needed.

5. Conclusions

The aim of the present research was to estimate and characterize the entity of the
displacement and deformation of the OARs surrounding the pelvic lymph node target in
each treatment session with respect to the s-CT. The study showed that there is no direct
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relationship between the entity of the displacement of the ileum/colon and the anatomical
area treated. The median displacements evaluated were 0.38 cm and 0.44 cm, respectively.

These OARs resulted in the most critical structures, showing different geometrical
shapes for every daily treatment fraction due to organ motion and deformation. Instead,
regarding the bladder and rectum, the shape variability was mainly linked to the different
daily filling and emptying statuses.

As previously mentioned, the work is an ancillary study of the RADIOSA trial (AIRC
IG-22159) and can be used as a benchmark for analyzing the prospective results from
the trial. Based on these considerations, a further investigation must be made in order
to consider the possibility of dose escalation with respect to the re-optimization of the
treatment plans, exploiting the selected optimal margins for each OAR with a higher dose
prescription of 45 Gy/3 fx, evaluating the constraint compliance, and paving the way for
dose escalation studies.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app122110949/s1. Figure S1: Bladder percentage volume variation
for each available CBCTs (1 to 5); Figure S2: Rectum percentage volume variation express as ((V_daily
− Vref)/Vref) ∗ 100 for each available CBCTs (1 to 5); Figure S3: Percentage dose varation vs.
Mean_DA and DSC for each OAR. The dose percentage variation increases with increasing Mean_DA,
and decreases with higher values of DSC.
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